
Gm 602 Crate Engine Manual
Finally a GM 602 crate motor carburetor that wont break the bank! Speedway Motors has
teamed up with AED Competition to bring you an affordable GM 602. If utilizing the 602 Crate
Engine weight minimum of three-thousand (3,000) pounds. ENGINE SPECIFICATIONS: may
be OEM cast iron block or crate GM 602.

Tips and tricks to legally get the most from your GM
602/604 platform. All right, you've got your new 602 or 604
crate motor sitting there ready for race season.
Race-1 602 Sprint Car Crate Engine. This engine retains all the GM factory security sealing bolts
(EXCEPT the OIL PAN) and additional Specifications: These push rods are designed for use
with GM Performance 602 crate engines. Stronger and more durable than normal, these rods are
sure to not disappoint. ENGINES 7. GM 602 Crate Engine 8. 358 Non Roller Engine – Option 1
9. 358 Roller or 360-408 CID Engine – Option 2 10. Additional Info 11. SAFETY 12.
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of the specifications herein or impose any further restrictions that in
his/her All cars, with an exception of cars with GM 602 Crate Engines,
must weigh. Manual: Must be unaltered OEM three or four speed, with
minimum 10.5 inch Effective January 1, 2016, all GM 602 Crate engines
must have IMCA Cable-Lok.

If you are running the GM 602 crate motor, you need one of these
Willy's four barrel carburetors. They are specifically built and dyno
tuned to give you maximum. midplate 50 lbs each side of engine. tower
allowed, Manual fuel pumps only. ENGINE SPECIFICATIONS: Maybe
OEM cast iron blocks or Crate GM 602, NO. GM Crate 602 or 604
Engines and Ford/Mcgunegil Crate motors, with Holley carb GM 602
Crate Motors –2300 lbs. with a ten(10) inch spoiler. to permit reasonable
and appropriate deviation from any of the specifications herein or
impose.
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The engine is the proven GM 602 crate
engine, however discussions are in that was
applicable for the sprint car world and still
met GM specifications.
Engine: Must Have a Fastrak, Rush, Crate American or GM series
approved seal! (Note: RUSH seals permitted on GM 602s). NO RM
These updates will be published in a forthcoming version of the GM
Technical/ Specification Manual. specifications see the New London-
Waterford Speedbowl 2015 SK Modified rulebook. The GM Circle
Track 602 Crate Engine part number is the only engine. This is an engine
claim class for the GM 602 or GM 604 Crate engines. shall be
considered a section of the “Official Rules and Specifications” for all
events. all-new manual transmission installation kits designed for all of
our engine families. Corvette Stingray and our special crate-engine
version retains all of its high-tech GM Restoration Parts Listing....built
only 602 of them for 1967. All Aluminum Block engines (including the
GM CT525 crate) must run 50lbs. in front GM 602 crate engine also
allowed, must follow GM604 crate engine rules. C. 602 Rebuilt Crate
Engine 3150lbs with driver. D. 602 Stock Crate A. Crate engine 602.
GM crate engine must have factory GM, EAMS or Crate USA seals.

A. The following engines will be legal at Dawson County Raceway GM
crate engine B. #88958602 (602) or # 19258602 (602), GM crate engine
#88958604 meet specifications as set forth in the rules and must be
approved by the officials.

Manual: Three, four or five speed OEM manual transmissions only. All
gears must Effective January 1, 2016, all GM 602 Crate engines must
have IMCA.

manual transmissions with non-splined clusters allowed. No magnesium



602/603 Crate engine must follow the Gm Performance parts Technical.
Manual.

When Chevrolet developed the crate engine program for the asphalt
ASA Consequently, the better option for the GM 602 is simply to buy a
new motor rather than try “If it says it in the book, the GM CTC
Technical Manual (Part #88958668).

19258602 GM 602 Crate Motor Dynoed by Karl Performance in eBay
Motors, to change suppliers, colors, specifications, material and prices
without notice. ALLOWED ENGINES: GM Performance Parts 602
crate engine part number Pro Stock style car allowed the following, with
manual trans-non clutch type. aftermarket manufacturer to blueprint
OEM specifications, which do not exceed these GM 602 crate motor is
legal crate motor, must have seals in place. 3. Gm Crate Motor Cheater
Cams 602 603 amp 604 Circle Track Hardened Valve Spring Shims
Specifications GM crate legal thickest allowedThickness 015.

Body and motor must be in same manufacturer's line. Stock body Stock
OEM automatic or manual transmission is allowed. GM 602 crate motor
permitted. A-frame mounts and bolt holes on frame must be within OEM
specifications. Effective January 1, 2016, all GM 602 Crate engines must
have IMCA Cable-Lok. I. Gm crate motor part# 88958602 and 603 with
Holley 650 hp carb. 2. Gm crate motor rocker arms. 7. Gm 602 and 603
crate motors may run 1:6 ratio roller rocker arms. 8. Cars must be built
to all other rule specifications.) 1. Holley 2300.
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Manual transmission may be aftermarket but must add an additional 50lbs of lead on ENGINE
OPTIONS: All cars using the GM 602 crate engine must clearly.
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